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BLOG

The Future of 5G is Now
What's All the Hype?
Imagine internet speeds so fast that a patient in a remote location can have surgery robotically
performed by a medical specialist thousands of miles away. The 5G network is on the brink of
delivering such remarkable capabilities. Learn about 5G and why people can't wait for it to arrive....

TELECOM

More Revolutionary than Electricity?
Learn More: How 5G Will Change the World
Many believe 5G will be as revolutionary as electricity or the automobile, benefiting entire economies
and societies. 3GPP is the standards-setting organization behind the plan. It comprises a handful of
technology companies that are coming together with many, many more companies who will develop
products that implement those technologies.
Where will 5G take us?

ENERGY

Is Your EnergyStar Status at Risk?
Newer Buildings Have the Edge
Proven sustainable practices attract tenants and employees who want to be aligned with a building
that displays Energy Star certification and demonstrates good stewardship of natural resources. But
the EnergyStar score is a mark of relative performance. As more buildings qualify, building with scores
of 75-80 may be at risk.
Why the reset?

Ask about our Free Analysis
WASTE

Hospital Waste Recycling Initiative
Kicks Off in the U.S.
The huge volume of discarded healthcare plastics is emerging as a top priority. As much as 60% of
plastic waste generated by healthcare facilities is flexible material that cannot be recycled using
common technologies. The Healthcare Plastics Recycling Council kicked off a new plan last week to
solve the problem.
Where is it starting?

Meet Us at the Show!
Cost Control Associates will be at these shows in March and April.
EEI (Edison Electric Institute): Orlando, FL, March 25-28
AASBO (Arizona Association of School Business Officials: Bullhead City, AZ, April 4-6
TPE (Terminal Properties Exchange): Captiva, FL, April 29 to May 2
If you'd like to talk about how Cost Control Associates can help you reduce utility costs, contact
Keith Laake to make an appointment.

Call in the experts!
Do more with less.

Watch this video to learn how!
(518) 798-4437
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